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Name of the sport/ Federation: billiards and snooker 

The name of the Executive Director of the Federation: Youssef Al-Tarif 

Competition manager: Mohammed Majed Al-Enezi 

Document upload date: 05/04/2023  

Will the federation hold auditions or qualifiers? 

Yes auditions 

Are the auditions for the general public, club and association players, or are they restricted 
to club and association players only? 

Limited to club and federation players 

Are the qualifiers for the general public, club and federation players, or are they restricted to 
club and federation players only? 

Limited to club and federation players 

  

Gender  The name of the competition, weight or sport  M 
Men's  10 ball billiards  1 
Female  9 ball billiards  2  
Men's  Snooker Men 15 Red ball  3  

    4 
    5 
    6 
    7 

Venues and times for men's auditions or qualifiers:  

Date day-month-year  stadium or hall  City  Named auditions or 
qualifiers  

M 

From 03/08/2023 to 04/08/2023  Federation 
center  

Riyadh  10 ball billiards  1 

From 03/08/2023 to 04/08/2023  Lee Diamond  Jeddah  10 ball billiards  2 

From 03/08/2023 to 04/08/2023  Q Nine  Dammam  10 ball billiards  3 

From 07/27/2023 to 07/28/2023  Federation 
center  

Riyadh  Snooker 15 red balls  4 

Sport Name: Billiards and Snooker  



2023  

From 07/27/2023 to 07/28/2023 Black Goal 
Eight  center

Jeddah Snooker 15 red balls 5

Venues and times for the women's audition or qualifiers:

Date day-month-year stadium or hall City Named auditions or qualifiers  M

From 03/08/2023 to 04/08/2023 Federation 
center 

Riyadh 9 ball pool1

Conditions and requirements that must be met by male and female players wishing to 
register for auditions or qualifiers, including age:

1-15 years and over, born in January 2008

2-Public auditions.

3-Saudis & children of citizens & residents & borns.

4-The resident player must have a valid residence permit .

5-All rules and regulations of the game.

6-Winner and Loser tournament system for men (the game is played from two chances, as if 
the player suffers a defeat, he plays again in the Loser stage, the second chance with the 
losers to the quarter-finals, the game is played by the knockout system, and 10 players 
qualify from the central region, 10 players from the eastern region, and from Western 
Region 10 players, bringing the number of qualified players to 30 for the Saudi Games
. Championship from auditions, and players to be nominated for two days for auditions.

7-The tournament system is the women’s knockout, 14 male and female players qualify for 
the Saudi Games Championship, and they are nominated from the Saudi Games for a 
period . of two days for auditions.

8-The game system for snooker, the knockout, qualifies for the Saudi Games Championship, 
14 players and men are nominated from the Saudi Games, and the duration of the
. performance trials is two days.

9-A medical examination for all players from the start of registration.


